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Introduction

Last summer I became fascinated with pre 1600 sewing tools and began to work towards creating a historically accurate hand sewing basket to use at events. This project began as a practical exercise - to experience how historically
tools felt to work with. That experience was my goal; and as such I did not attempt to craft every item in the basket myself –in many cases, I used my research to choose reasonably accurate reproductions.
I believe this to be a valid approach; even in the Middle Ages and Renaissance, many items in the sewing basket would
not have been made in the home. The best needles came from Spain; Nuremberg was known for its Thimbles and Italy
had a thriving trade in silk thread.
I entered the initial version of this project as Historical Technology. However, my first set of judges felt that because the
bulk of my work was research, the appropriate category was Research Paper. I submitted my second version as a Research Paper. My judges at this faire felt that the project was better suited to Historical Technology.
I am submitting the final version as Historical Technology because I feel that, while the research involved in the project
is substantial, the heart of it lies in the actual tools and the experience of their use.
I hope you enjoy reading about this topic as much as I enjoyed delving into it.
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Needles
One cannot sew without a needle, so there is no better place to start looking at sewing tools than examining a brief
history of sewing needles.
In Europe, metal needles were present as early as the Roman era, although bone needles appear to be more common that early. In pre-industrial society, needles were important possessions, stored in needle cases and provided in
the trousseaus of new brides. (Wollheim 118) In 1486, Violante Strozzi went to her marriage with a dowry including
7 needle cases, a silver thimble and 1000 small pins. (Musacchio 183)

Prior to the 15th century, the majority of European needles were
made of a copper alloy, similar to the examples to the left from Museum of London excavations. Egan presents these examples as a
representative sample from 1150-1450. (Egan 267).
The example needles range from approximately 45mm to approximately 90mm and 1 to 4mm at the eye, which was usually punched
and then sometimes drilled. Interestingly, the finest of the set, 867,
is a late 12th – early 13th century needle made of iron, an unusual
find. (Egan 267).

Needles
England 1150-1450
Museum of London, London
(Egan 267)

The knowledge of steel needle making was brought to Spain by the Moors and Spain, especially Cordoba, was the
primary source of needles prior to 1600, although Sullivan states that Nuremberg was making steel needles as early
as 1370. (Sullivan 73) She does not, however cite a source beyond “records say….” Steel needles could be made
stronger and sharper than iron needles and were much valued for things like embroidery and other fine work.
England and other European countries imported their needles from Spain in the 16 th century. The method of needle
creation was a much guarded secret and while there were examples of specific individuals with the knowledge producing needles in England pre-1600, the steel needle industry did not begin in England until the mid-17th century.
Wollheim provides an example of a 16th century steel needle, but does not provide dimensions of it nor a scale on
the photograph. As Spain was the primary source of steel needles, it is presumably imported from Spain.
Needle
Northern Italy 1500-1550
Soprintendezia per i Beni Archeoloigci del Piemonte e
del Museo Antichita Egize.
(Wollheim 118)

Needles in Practical Use
The kit contains a set of iron needles and a set of steel needles; I would be considered wildly wealthy by 16 th century
standards.
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My iron needles, pictured on the left have punched holes and are approximately 44mm in length, and 2mm wide at the eye. They were made by YeGreenBough based on the Museum of London finds referenced by Egan.
Visually, they are most similar to 834, but have the proportions of 876. This
type of needle would still have been used in the 16th century if the lady of the
house did not could not afford or did not have access to fine steel needles.
My steel needles, pictured above on the right, were made by Peter Crossman of Crossman Crafts. They also have punched holes and are approximately 47mm in length, and 2mm wide at the eye. They also appear to be
based on the Museum of London finds referenced by Egan. As such, they
seem large and coarse since steel needles were purported to be used for
fine work such as embroidery. These steel needles puncture the cloth with
every stitch.

Normally, I find hand sewing to be very relaxing; sewing with these needles is
not. I cannot imagine doing black work or other fine embroidery with a needle of
this dimension.
On the upside, needles of these dimensions are much easier to see if they get
dropped on the floor.
I can’t help but wonder if sewing with a modern sharp or in-between of approximately 40mm wouldn’t be an equally plausible recreation of a 16th century steel
needle.

Pins
Throughout the Middle Ages, pins were used for a variety of clothing related purposes, securing veils, pinning on
sleeves, tidying pleats and so on. They came in a variety of sizes based on their specific purpose.
Egan and Pritchard discuss over 800 pins from 1150 through 1450 for a variety of uses from excavations in London.
Pins with more decorative heads of glass or a semi-precious stone such as coral or jasper are more common in the 11th
to 13th centuries. Other extant examples were plainer with simple metal heads. As I am conjecturing that plainer pins
were used during garment construction, I am excluding the decorative headed pins from my discussion. (Although, I
can’t help thinking that the modern ball pins with colored heads are less historically inaccurate than I thought.)
The examples to the left and right are from a late 14th
century London find and range from ranging from 43mm
to 54mm with a 1mm head. The three on the left have
solid heads, the two on the right have a wound wire head.
Per Egan, the wire was wound around the pin shank in a
Z or S configuration, most commonly for two twists. (Egan
& Pritchard 301). Based on the Museum of London finds,
wound wire head pins range from 24mm to 113mm.
(Egan & Pritchard 303). Especially long pins ranging from
110mm to 122mm with 2-6mm heads were also found,
such as the examples on the right.

Pins c. late 14th century.
Museum of London, London
(Egan & Pritchard 301)

Long pins c. late 14th century.
Museum of London, London
(Egan & Pritchard 301)
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15th century pins do not appear significantly different, based on
examples from the Hampshire Cultural Trust. In fact, pins
change so little that the Trust lists the period for these pins as
1401-1800. The Hampshire Cultural Trust describes these pins
as: “formed by wrapping the wire from which they were made
once or more around the shaft” (Hampshire np). This description
appears to support Beaudry’s statement that two piece wound
wire pins did not appear until mid-16th century.
Pins
1401-1800
Hampshire Cultural Trust, Winchester

The late 15th century Italian portrait of Costanza Caetani includes
a small collection of sewing tools on the table in front of her. This
collection included a ring thimble, a needle and a selection of
pins, clearly with wire wrapped heads and similar to other previous examples. One of these pins is significantly longer than the
others and reminiscent of the 113mm pin in the Egan example.
Detail from Portrait of Costanza Caetani
Unknown in the style of Domenico Ghirlandaio
1480-90
National Gallery, London

16th century pin style appears to remain consistent, although it is difficult to
tell if these Italian pin heads are of a single or separate piece.
However, the inventory of pins found on the Mary Rose, lists a total of 15
pins, 7 with a solid head, the rest having wound heads made of a separate
piece of wire. (Gardiner 329). These pins also support Beaudry uncited
statement.
Pins
Northern Italy 1500-1550
(Wollheim 118)

Pins in Practical Use
My first set of pins is a collection of
extant pins from metal detecting finds
in the United Kingdom and were sold
as being from the15th -16th century
by Crossman Crafts. Based on my
research, I would concur with the assessment.
Using them in sewing, other than being slightly larger than the silk pins I
prefer to use, there is little difference
in how they function. I am, however,
far more careful of not losing them
than I am of my modern pins.
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My second set of pins are an experiment I did in wound wire head pins, similar to the examples in Egan and Pritchard.
These pins range from approximately 24mm to approximately113mm and have a 1mm shaft with a 3 mm head.
I chose brass wire, primarily because it was readily available and wound the wire around the pin shank in a Z or S configuration for two twists, similar to the Museum of London examples. (Egan & Pritchard 301). Initial experiments with
22-gauge proved too easily bendable to seem useful to me, although they might be effective for securing a delicate
veil. 20-gauge brass wire has a 1mm diameter similar to the extant pin examples and I proceeded to do my experiment
with the 20-gauge wire. Experimenting with hammering on an anvil to harden did not prove to add any significant
strength to the pin.
I would clearly be an apprentice in the Pin Makers Guild. Working with
metal wire is an entirely new skill for me, but the best of my samples are
recognizably similar to the pins in the Costanza Caetani portrait. I am seeing definite progress in wrapping the heads more tightly and my best attempts are close to the 3mm heads in the Museum of London examples
(Egan & Pritchard 303).
I sharpened the points against a file but am looking for other methods as
this method is hard on the skin of my finger and it is difficult to get the needle sharp point I am used to with modern pins. Because of that, they are
a bit difficult to use for sewing; however, I have been using a pin to keep
my pin cushion and shears attached to my apron for several months now
and my pin works well for that purpose.
Over all, pin making is an oddly restful activity and it is an excellent conversation starter at events. I expect I will do more of it, if only to strike up
conversations with strangers. It has also proved handy to be able to make
on the spot veil pins at windy events.

Needle cases
Because needles were such an important implement, great care was taken to store them. Needle cases, like needles, were an important part of a gently born lady’s daily existence and figured often in dowries and wills.
The cap was most commonly, but not always, designed to
slide up the strings attaching it to a lady’s belt and the design
could be simple or extremely ornate.
Egan and Pritchard discuss a collection of five needle
cases spanning the time period from 1150 -1450. Made
of leather, bone or metal, they range from 53mm to
64mm long were designed to hold 3-6 needles. Four of
the five cases had a separate cap with slots on both
pieces designed to be held in place and slide on cords.
Most interestingly, example 1784 actually contained an
iron needle when it was found, definitely proving its use
as a needle case. (Egan and Pritchard 384-386)

Sketches of five needle cases
1150 -1450
Museum of London, London
(Egan 385)
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The 15th century provides examples of more ornately decorated needle cases.

Tin needle case, possibly some sort of pilgrim souvenir
15th century English
Museum of London, London
(Spencer 12)

Needle case with love symbols
15th century Flanders
Hermitage National Museum, St.
Petersburg

There are no dimensions given with the pilgrim needle case; however, the reproduction I have of the case is 95mm. The
needle case with love symbols is even larger at 125mm, nearly twice the size of the previous examples.
Wood was also used for needle cases in the 16th century as represented by this
simple but elegant needle case from Amsterdam, c. 1600-1650. No dimensions
are given; however, it is a similar size to a needle case on the same page that is
listed as 77mm. Assuming that the scale on the two photos is similar, 77mm
would be reasonably accurate.

Wooden needle case
Dutch 1600-1650
Private collection
(Sullivan 79)

Based on this, it appears from the examples examined that the size of the average needle case increased slightly in the 16th century. This is interesting because
steel needles, which were finer and presumably smaller, became more common.
However; I have not reviewed enough samples to discuss with certainty any specific trends in size and if the pilgrim and Flanders needle case sizes are truly
anomalies.

Needle Cases in Practical Use
The kit contains 2 needle cases, not quite the dowry of Violante Strozzi, but respectable nonetheless.
My first needle case is a 95mm high reproduction from Billy and Charlie similar to a 15th century English example above (Spencer 12). While it is a trifle early for a 16th century lady, if
needle cases were listed in dowries, it is not implausible to think that they were also listed in
wills. So this ornate needle case could well have been passed down through several generations to be in my hands.
It does the job of holding needles, but I often keep it in my sewing basket rather than on my
girdle and I am always concerned that the top will slide and allow the needles to fall out.
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My second needle case is of hand-turned maple and approximately 70mm long. It
is similar in size and style to the c.1600 Dutch needle case. I chose it because of
its similarity to the Dutch case. There were a variety of merchants selling needle
case, and the wooden needle case appears to still be in use by 21st century beaders and quilters.

Pin Cushion
In addition to the needle case for holding needles, aristocratic late 16 th century English ladies might also hold their needles in a pin cushion. Sweet bags and coordinating pin cushions became common among the aristocracy in the late 16 th
and 17th centuries. Sweet bags ranged in size from the size of a walnut to five or six inches square. Often given as
“wrapping” for a gift of money, the bags had a variety of additional uses including carrying small items such as sewing
tools. While most extant examples date from the 17th century, sweet bags appear in the lists of New Year’s presents to
Queen Elizabeth as early as 1561 (Carey 20). Examples of small lavishly embroidered bags can be found from Italy and
the Low Countries; however, the matching pin cushion appears to be solely an English custom.
Right is a representative example of a sweet bag and pin cushion set. This example confirms the use of the smaller object as a pin cushion because an x-ray
shows a needle or pin lost inside. Similar examples can be seen at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. the Victoria and Albert Museum and the Manchester City
Galleries.
Purse
English
1600-1625
Victoria and Albert
Museum, London

Pin Cushion in Practical Use
Due to practicality and time and the fact that my current garb is
working class, my pincushion is not ornately embroidered. I imagine
it would be a middle class version of what was in fashion with the
nobility, but focused on durability rather than ornamentation. It is
sturdy but showing some wear from being worn on my belt at events.
As a practical object, it is extraordinarily useful.
The pin cushion with the exception of the tape it hangs from was
made by me. It has an inner lining of linen filled with ground walnut shells to keep pins sharp. The outer layer is wool hand
stitched with linen thread. The tassels are hand made with silk
floss. The tape it hangs from is cotton, hand woven by Alessandra Fioravanti.

The 3” x 3” size an estimate based on the example pin cushion proportional to the bag. My first attempt was 4” x 4”
but it seemed too unwieldy to hang from my belt. My next attempt was 2” x 2” but that felt too small to be useful.
Beaudry mentions in passing that pincushion fillings as emery and/or sawdust, but I don’t think walnut shells are implausible.
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Bobbins
Thread was spun at home or bought in skeins from merchants, making bobbins (also called thread reels) a necessity for
keeping thread for sewing untangled and tidy when the time came to use it.
Among the sewing tools recovered from the 1545 warship, the
Mary Rose, were bobbins made of ash, alder, Scotch pine and
willow, averaging 10 cm in length. Three of the four examples
had collars on each end and one situated midway on the shaft
and were hollow with a stopper, for storing needles inside.
(Gardiner 328)
I have discovered few other extant 16th century examples in my
research, but see no reason not to believe that the Mary Rose
samples are representative of bobbins or thread reels of the
era. Sailors are “common men” and would consider bobbins to
be utility objects, but at least one of the Mary Rose bobbins
showed signs of decorative paint.
Sewing tools
English,1545
The Mary Rose Museum, Portsmouth

The Mary Rose bobbins with the middle collar show a slight
evolution from the bobbins of the earlier Middle Ages, or what
we know of them. The only other extant example prior to
1600 that I am aware of is a 113mm long fragment, broken on
both ends that is in the Museum of London collection. Egan
dates this example to 1150 – 1200. (Egan 270)

Turned wood
bobbin
c. 1150-1200
Museum of London, London
(Egan 270)

Bobbin/Thread Reel in Practical Use
Both thread reels were bartered for with Eric Hansen of Hansenberg’s Woodstuffs. Eric made each to the specifications I provided him from Before the Mast and The Medieval Household.

Left is the thread reel based on the Mary Rose find. This bobbin is
approximately 121 cm long was hand turned from a year-old block
of ash that was originally the branch of a tree in the yard at the
Hansen house.

Right is the bobbin, based on the
information from The Medieval
Household. It is 125mm long and
also made of a block ash from the
tree at the Hansen house, pictured
left.
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Linen Thread
According to extant documents and archaeological evidence, flax was grown in England during the Anglo-Saxon period
and in France, Germany and the Low Countries in the 9th century. (Walton 313)
However as flax decomposes quickly, especially in a small quantity as thread in a seam, there appear to be few extant
examples definitively documenting linen thread. Crowfoot discusses a late 14 th century find with traces of stitching “of an
undetermined vegetable fibre believed to be flax” (Crowfoot 151). However, she refers to linen thread as being the commonly used thread in the late Middle Ages and if flax was cultivated as early as the Anglo-Saxon period, it seems plausible that linen thread would have been used to sew clothing made of linen.
Arnold also refers to linen thread as being the commonly used thread in Queen Elizabeth’s reign for sewing linen
(Arnold. 182) Crowfoot and Arnold both refer to the British Great Wardrobe accounts of the 14th, 15th and 16th centuries as citations of linen thread being widely used in different thicknesses and colors during those periods. An entry in the
Great Wardrobe account of 1333 indicates that Queen Philippa’s five Easter garments required 1 lb. of linen thread and
3 ounces of silk thread. (Crowfoot 152)

Silk Thread
Silk thread survives in more extant garments than linen thread and was used frequently in clothing for wealthy merchant
families as well as the aristocracy.
Not only was it used for joining seams on silk garments, it was also used for decorative finish work, buttonholes and eyelets on silk, linen and wool clothing. With the exception of a single example of 1 ply silk thread on the hemmed edge of a
late 13th century veil, the silk threads used were 2 ply, each strand being Z twisted then S-plied. (Crowfoot 152)
By the 16th century, Italy had a centuries old silk trade and silk was used widely throughout Europe, even on undergarments as evidenced by the silk stitching on 2 pairs of extant Italian drawers c. 1600. (PoF 4 106.)

Linen and Silk Thread in Practical Use
The white thread is an 80/2 wet spun flax purchased from Burnley and Trowbridge. Other than requiring waxing and the occasional slub, it performs much
like modern cotton/poly thread. The red thread is 40/2 wet spun flax that I originally purchased for needle lace. I find it a bit coarse for sewing seams, but it
makes a lovely decorative finish when felling seams.
The black thread is silk buttonhole twist from a Chinese supplier. It was purchased from an online needlework supply site but it has been in my sewing
room for some time so I don’t remember the exact source.

The white silk (on the right) is Gutermann R753, also a buttonhole twist,
purchased from Red Rock Threads. By its nature, modern buttonhole silk
is a three ply thread, rather than a 2 ply, so it is technically incorrect for
the 16th century. However, it does make lovely eyelets.
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The Thimble
The thimble is an ancient tool, tracing back to the bronze age, or even earlier. Chinese archaeological finds show needle rings as early as 2nd century CE. These
rings came to Europe from China, via Persia and Byzantium; the earliest finds of
thimbles in Europe date to the 9th century CE. (Beaudry 91) The thimble came
even later to England, with finds of thimbles in England pre-dating the 14th century. (Egan 265). Thimbles can be made of multiple materials; but copper alloy thimbles are most often found, because copper alloy allows for mass production of
thimbles, rather than individual crafting.
European domed thimbles most likely trace their origin to a domed shape thimble
style originating in the Islamic empire that was brought back by Crusaders. However, ring thimbles remained the primary style of thimble until the mid-13th century.
In 1373 thimble making began in Nuremberg and the city, with its abundant access to copper alloy metals, quickly became a center of thimble-making. (Beaudry
93) Thimbles were made primarily by sand casting, which allowed more easily for
a domed shape. Indentation were drilled or hammered into the cast thimble. Early
cast thimbles were thick and squat, of a “beehive” shape.
Der Fingerhüter (Thimblemaker)
from Das Ständebuch
Jost Amman, 1568

By 1500, thimble casting had improved and the shape became more elongated and similar to the modern thimble. (Beaudry 102 – 103). This is consistent
with the Mary Rose thimbles and other museum examples of 16th cent. thimbles I have seen.
Both ring thimbles and domed thimbles were in common use throughout the
16th century. Thirteen thimbles were recovered from the Mary Rose: 3
domed and 10 ring style. (Gardiner 329).
Beehive Thimble
English
14th-15th Century
Museum of London, London

Thimbles could be made simply of copper alloy or be made of silver or gold. Like
needles and needle cases, thimbles were a common part of a noblewoman’s dowry. They were passed down in wills and important enough to appear in portraits,
such as the portrait of Costanza Caetani. Dame Philippa Bruedenell bequeathed a
silver thimble to the wife of her stepson in 1532. Queen Elizabeth owned a gold
thimble and “a nedell case of cristall garnysshed with silver gilt with two thimbles in
it.” (Groves 37)

Portrait of Costanza Caetani
Unknown in the style of Domenico Ghirlandaio
1480-90
National Gallery, London
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Thimbles in Practical Use
Both my ring and beehive thimble are metal detecting finds from the Netherlands, purportedly from the late 15 century -early 16th century. While I cannot verify their accuracy 100%, both thimbles fit the parameters of extant thimbles from the time period that I
have seen.
th

I have tried sewing with both, but have been sewing without a thimble for more than
thirty years and picking up the habit is extremely difficult for me. However from using
them for brief periods, they do not perform any differently than modern thimbles but are
far heavier and more substantial.

Beeswax
In Queen Elizabeth’s Wardrobe Unlocked, Arnold refers to a line in William Caxton’s The Four Sonnes of Amyon (1489): “Mawgys toke a
threde of sylke and cered it well.” and conjectures that waxing thread
was done from very early times. Additionally, the 14 October 1574 invoice for tailoring supplies to Queen Elizabeth’s Office of the Wardrobe
of Robes included “Two poundes of cering Candle”. (Arnold Wardrobe
181 – 83). As Crowfoot calls linen thread the most commonly used
thread for sewing, it seems likely beeswax was used in the 1150-1450
era as well as in the late 15th and early 16th centuries, although I have
yet to find a primary source documenting it.
Wax was also used for other sewing purposes such as keeping the edges of fabric from raveling and holding sets of a ruff while laundering. This
use for wax is evidenced in the Nils Sture pluderhosen from 1567
(Arnold Wardrobe 182).

Nils Sture pluderhosen
Swedish 1567
Upsalla Cathedral, Upsalla Sweden
(Arnold Wardrobe 182).

Beeswax in Practical Use
My beeswax ball is from the shavings of paring down a pair of beeswax tapers to fit
in the candlesticks for my feast basket. While cering candles were used by tailors, I
cannot help but think that a thrifty lady of a non-aristocratic house may have repurposed candle wax scraps for sewing purposes.
I’ve sewn using beeswax on thread for years, so there was no difference with using
a historically accurate method.
I also used a bit of wax to hold my thread on the thread reel. While I can see this
would have been eminently practical when candles were widely used for lighting;
having to find and light a candle to adhere the end of the thread to the reel every
time I cut a length is significantly more effort. I am also intrigued by the thought of
using wax as a seam finish for fabrics that fray easily and plan to experiment with
this in the near future.
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Scissors/Shears
Today, the terms scissors and shears are used interchangeably, although shears are often larger. Per Beaudry, in the
Middle Ages scissors and shears had a distinct difference in appearance. (Beaudry 115-116)
I am following the use of Beaudry’s terminology; however, her differentiation does not appear to be in consistent universal use. While the British Museum and the Museum of London differentiate shears and scissors ala Beaudry, the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Victoria and Albert Museum appear to use the two terms interchangeably for both types
of implements. When searching the Victoria and Albert Online Collection Online for “shears” a record returned (museum
number 5604-1859) had the record title of “Scissors”, but referred to shears in the record itself.

Shears
Shears are at their simplest two blades, joined by a U-shaped spring. They are first seen in Europe as early as the 6th
century (Beaudry 118). Rather interestingly, I cannot find any discussion of shears in Egan’s Medieval Household,
although Beaudry discusses a collection of 54 examples dating from the 12 th to 15th centuries from London archaeological excavations. (Beaudry 123) Beaudry states that these examples ranged from just under 3 inches long to 12
and a half inches long. Small shears are better for a precise single cut, as in snipping thread. Longer shears are better
for activities like cutting cloth.
A representative sample of early shears is to the right. Dimensions
are 14.6cm long x 3.1cm at point x 1.3 cm at spring. Their size
puts them on the smaller side.
Iron scissors
Frankish
7th century
Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York City

While ornamentation became more elaborate through the centuries, 16 th century shears appear in shape much the same as 7th century shears.
Scissors in case
Italian
1500-1600
Victoria and Albert Museum, London

Scissors
Scissors came in to general use in the late 13th -early 14th century.
Scissors were far more complex to make than shears, the finger
loops and long slender blades made cutting in a straight line easier.
Tailors and other professionals adopted scissors while shears remained more common in the average household. (Beaudry 118-119).
An example of early 14th century scissors can be seen in a detail of
Bassa’s Altar of St. Mark and Ania.
Altar of St. Mark and Ania
(detail).
Arnau Bassa
1346
Santa Maria de Manresa, La
Seu, Catalonia, Spain
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However, there are multiple extant illustrations such as the one to the left that show
professional tradesmen using shears well into the 15th century.
While the shape of shears remained consistent whether completely utilitarian or
ornately decorated, scissors were less standardized and craftsmen might create
fancy finger holes that were distinctive, similar to the modern stork-shaped embroidery scissors.

Cuncz Dorenberger
1443
Mendelian Hausbuch
volume 1 Amr 317.2
Nuremberg Municipal
Library, Nuremberg

Scissors/Shears in Practical Use
My shears are hand forged iron in a style similar to the examples at the
right, although less ornate than the 16th century example. At 10cm long
x 2 cm at point x 1 cm at spring, they are similar in size to the 16th century shears from the Victoria and Albert, albeit not as ornately decorated.
I purchased them from Zelkovitz Leather on Etsy.
The tape it hangs from is cotton, hand woven by Alessandra Fioravanti.
I keep them pinned to my apron along with my pin cushion and find myself reaching for them regularly throughout the day for a variety of sewing and non-sewing tasks.

Bodkin
The term bodkin traces back to 14th century Middle English and, according to www.dictionary.com, can refer to:
1.
a small, pointed instrument for making holes in cloth, leather, etc.
2.
a long pin-shaped instrument used by women to fasten up the hair.
3.
a blunt, needlelike instrument for drawing tape, cord, etc., through aloop, hem, or the like.
4.
a small dagger; stiletto. (obsolete)
Beaudry theorizes that blunted needles were in use as early as Roman times and mentions a crudely made, but well
used bodkin as a find from a Pevensey, Sussex excavation of a “medieval village.” (Beaudry 66) However, she frustratingly does not cite a source for this reference.
Oakes echoes this (Beaudry is one of her sources cited) and further supposes that, based on the extensive lacing used
in medieval clothing throughout the 14th, 15th, and 16th centuries, bodkins were in regular use. Based on my own experience lacing myself into a gown with a bodkin and without, I am inclined to agree with Oakes theory.
Beaudry also states that there are few mentions and extent examples of bodkins-as-threading-needles before the 17th
century, which is consistent with my research to date.
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Further investigation on the Pevensey excavation in Sussex lead me to Dulley’s article in the 1967 Journal of Medieval Archaeology about the find. The article includes the drawing below of the bodkin
(Item #11).
No dimensions are given for the Pevensey
find, but the shape is consistent with another bodkin at the Hampshire Cultural Trust
in Winchester which is 210mm long and
27mm at its widest point.

Articles found at the Pevensey, Sussex excavation
Late 13th-early 14th century
Current whereabouts not listed

Right: Bodkin
Pre-1600
Object number: WINCM: VR72 S4285
Hampshire Cultural Trust, Winchester

More elaborate metal bodkins begin to be seen in the 16th century, clearly beginning to transition into the decorative hairpin line object common
in the 17th century. A representative example of this style of bodkin is to
the left.

Silver Bodkin, partial
Unique ID: LANCUM-5FCF1B
Portable Antiquities Scheme, London

Bodkin in Practical Use
My bodkin is made from bone in a style reminiscent of the metal 16th
century bodkins and was purchased from
www.burnleyandtrowbridge.com.
It is extremely useful in lacing gowns and I have even used it to separate threads in cloth to make eyelets.
The tassel is hand made from linen thread. I have no historical evidence for adding a tassel to the bodkin; however, the tassel is useful in
finding the bodkin in my sewing basket.
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Sleekstone
Sleekstones, also called linen smoothers, slickenstones or calenders appear throughout the period in two forms: with
and without a handle. They were used without heat to smooth linen, and presumably press seams open.
Most extant examples I have seen are made of stone, dark glass, or green glass, sleekstones without handles were
common from the Viking era through the 15th century and sized to comfortably fit within the hand.
A representative example this type of sleekstone is to the left
It is made of dark glass, has a diameter of
approximately 84 mm and a width of 36mm.

Linen Smoother
Unique ID: YORYM-656D6A
Portable Antiquities Scheme, London

Beginning in the 16th century, sleekstones with a vertical handle begin to be seen and are used well into the 19 th
century, despite the advent of the solid iron. A representative example of the handled sleekstone is this find above
from an excavation conducted during the mid-1980s in Winchester, England.
With the advent of the handle, sleekstones
appear to grow in size slightly. The example above has a diameter of 170mm. My
hypothesis is that with the handle, the
sleekstone no longer needed to fit comfortably within the hand and could be
made larger to allow for a greater amount
of fabric to be covered with each stroke.

Linen Smoother with partial
handle
Object number:
WINCM:BR87 S6837
Hampshire Cultural Trust,
Winchester

Sleekstone in Practical Use
My sleekstone is hand-blown dark glass by historicalglassworks.com. At a
diameter of approximately 75mm, it fits comfortably in my hand and does
a surprisingly good job at pressing linen seams open. While my persona
is 16th century and a handled sleekstone would be more state of the art
for her, sleekstones without handles were still in use. And most importantly, sans handle it takes up less space in my sewing basket. The sleekstone is a indispensable addition to my sewing basket and gives me
much more freedom to do hand sewing at events, in the car, and even
just downstairs watching Netflix. I find it so useful, I am a bit baffled as to
why sleekstones are such an obscure tool in our present day and age.
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Sewing Basket
The only archaeological evidence I have found to date on what was
used to hold sewing tools the sewing implements found on the Mary
Rose, were found primarily in chests. (Gardiner 328-330)
However, because these tools belonged to sailors aboard a ship, I
believe that in context, chests were locations for all personal effects
of a given sailor, including sewing tools. As such, the location of
sewing tools on the Mary Rose should not be considered evidence
that sewing tools ere stored in chests.
Without useful archaeological evidence, I turned to representations
of sewing tools in art. Based on a sampling of pre-1600 paintings
and manuscript details, bentwood boxes or baskets were most commonly used to hold sewing, embroidery and other textile art supplies.

Detail from The Nativity with Donors &
Saints Jerome & Leonard.
Gerard David
1510-1515
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
City

Right: Detail from Sacred Conversation
Giovanni Cariani
First half of the 16th century
The Galleria Nazionale d'Arte Antica
Palazzo Barbarini

Heinreich Gosswein
1489
Mendelian Hausbuch volume 1
Amb 317.2
Nuremberg Municipal Library,
Nuremberg

Sewing Basket in Practical Use

I currently have 2 sewing baskets, one similar to the
detail from The Nativity..” and the other similar to the
sewing basket in Sacred Conversation. Both were thrift
store finds and do an excellent job at holding my tools,
although I think I prefer the more shallow basker because it is easier to see everything in it. I have also
tried keeping my tools in a bentwood box but the lid was
prone to coming off , which was inconvenient.
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Conclusion
Sewing was a critical part of even a well born lady’s education in the Middle Ages and Renaissance. Dolce’s 16th century treatise “Dialogo Della Institution Delle Donne” insists “[k]nowing how to sew for women is equivalent to knowing
how to write for men.” and urges parents to put miniature household tools in their daughters’ hands as toys. (Brown
113) Industriousness was a feminine virtue and Brown speaks of “fatta en casa” sewing that every homemaker did -the
camicia, shirts and household linens literally “made at home” (Brown ibid).
Yet while the iconography of sewing baskets and sewing tools appear regularly in art, it
is most often a tantalizing incomplete glimpse. The visual representation may show only
a basket with scissors and perhaps some thread or a corner of a project in progress or
a table with a few pins and a thimble. There are few glimpses I have found into how the
various tools were used as a set. The most complete set of tools I have found is in the
Portrait of the wife of Philipp Gundelius.
A smug matron dressed in her best, she stares impassively out of the painting her
cache of sewing tools spread out impressively in front of her. Judging by the knife and
paper packet on the table, she has just opened a packet of pins. They lie on the table
along with fancy handled scissors, pins, threads and no doubt a needle or two hidden
safely in the bentwood box. She appears a model of decorum and industry no doubt set
to start in on her household sewing the moment the portrait is complete.

From a practical perspective, the most interesting result of this project is the
change in mindset that comes with using these sewing tools. To the modern
sewer, especially one with a theatrical background, items like needles, pins,
thread and hooks and eyes are cheap, bought in bulk, and readily available.
They are tools used without thinking. I cannot count the number of times
I’ve misplaced a needle and just reached for another, swept the pins on the
floor up as trash because it wasn’t worth picking them up, or tangled a piece
of thread and just snipped it and started with a fresh strand.
But having only six medieval needles (and I would be exceptionally wealthy
to have so many!), I find myself being quite careful where I put it when I am
done with it because loss of one is significant. I lost a pin at Midwinter and
was heart broken. The price of linen and silk thread causes me to cut
smaller lengths of thread to sew with and take smaller, more careful stitches
because I do not want to waste the quantity I have needlessly. Making my
own pins and hooks and eyes causes me to keep a far closer eye on items
that were previously used unthinkingly.

My long term goal is to collect and document sets of tools in various centuries and cultures, showing the technological progression between eras and geographical areas.
I am regularly discovering new sources to look into or finding snippets about sewing tools in sources I am reading for
a different topic. The more I research, the more questions I have and the less I feel that I actually know. It’s a fascinating, fractured subject to research involving a variety of academic disciplines and I can easily see myself absorbed
by it for years.
1

Although Tsaneva states the location of the Portrait Book is at the Kunsthistoriches Museum in Vienna (Tsaneva 70) . I still consider the provenance
for this piece to be a bit murky. The portrait appears on a material culture links site: larsdatter.com, which links it back to REALonline: the online database of the Institute for Material Culture of the Middle Ages and Early Modern, part of the Austrian Academy of Sciences. The Institute appears to be a
legitimate organization, but not associated with any university or college. However, as an English speaker, the database is difficult to navigate even
with Google Chrome translator and I have not been able to locate this portrait in it. All Google hits on the image trace back to the same loop: Pinterest
à larsdatter.com à Institute for Material Culture of the Middle Ages and Early Modern. This in itself is unusual. When searching google for the image of
other paintings, I have gotten hits from variety of sites and been able to trace other paintings and frescos to their current location. When searching for
The Portrait-Book of Hieronymus Beck von Leopoldsdorf, the internet footprint is limited to a reference to it on a Portrait of Emperor Maximillian II on
the Web Gallery of Art (wga.hu) and an eBook by Maria Tsaneva. Information on Tsaneva herself is sketchy, according to GoodReads, she is Bulgari-
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